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We give uniformly minimum variance unbiased estimators of a mean, a variance, 
and a covariance for a symmetric normal distribution which is a multivariate 
normal distribution with equal means, equal variances, and equal covariances. The 
properties of the estimators are discussed. 0 1990 Academic Press. Inc. 
Let (X1,, . . . . x+), p = 1, . ..) n be a sample from a nonsingular d-variate 
normal distribution with E(X,)=pi and COV(Xi,, Xjp)=~ij (i,j= 1, . . . . d, 
p = 1, . . . . n). Then uniformly minimum variance unbiased (UMVU) 
estimators of pi and tsii are given by 
1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
fij = xi. (1.1) 
8, = S,,/(n - l), (1.2) 
where Xj.=C;=, XiP/n and Sii=C;=, (X,-Xi.)(X,-Xi.) for i, j= 
1 , . . . . d. (See, for example, p. 90 of [2].) 
We consider what UMVU estimators of parameters are if we atld the 
exchangeability to the above normal distribution. The exchangeability gives 
a nonsingular d-variate symmetric normal distribution with E(X,) = p, 
Var(XiP)=~2,andC~~(X,, Xjp)=8=02p(1 >p> -l/(d- l),i, j= 1, . . . . d, 
i# j, p= 1, . . . . n). (For a symmetric normal distribution, see, for example, 
pp. 196-201 of L-31.) We need the condition 1 >p > - l/(d- l), for the 
covariance matrix to be positive definite. We put Q(t) =Cf= 1 tf + 
p Ci+ititj. c’Q(t) is the quadratic form determined by the above 
covariance matrix. If 0 > p > - l/(d- l), then Q(t) > Cl+ (d- l)p] xi tf 
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> 0 for all real nontrivial ti because of (Ci f;)* d dCi tf, If 1 > p > 0, then 
Q(t) = (1 - p) xi tf + p(C, fi)2 > 0 for all real nontrivial ti. 
UMVU estimators of p, g2, and 19 are given by 
ti2= i C (Xi~-X,)2/[2n(n-l)d2] 
i.j=l p#q 
(7 = c c (Xip - &q>(Xjp - GJC2~(~ - 1) d2(d- 1 Yl, 
i#j,l#m p#y 
where X= Ci,p X,/rid. These are shown in Section 2. 
In Section 3 we evaluate the variances of UMVU estimators $, &‘, 0 and 
the mean squared errors of s2, s,, where 
s2= i t (Xip-Z)2/(nd), 
i=l p=l 
s,= C C (X,-X)(X,-X)/[nd(d- 1)] 
i#i p 
(for s2, s, see, for example, p. 212-214 of Cl]). These estimators s2 and s, 
have biases as estimators of c2 and 8, respectively. 
In Section 4, the variances of 8’ and 8 are compared with the mean 
squared errors of s2 and s,, respectively. 8* and 8 are inadmissible since s2 
and s, have everywhere smaller mean squared errors. The ratio of the 
variance to the mean squared error makes a difference in the order of the 
reciprocal of the sample size. 
2. UMVU ESTIMATORS 
Let the sample space X be the d-dimensional Euclidean space and A be 
the o-field of d-dimensional Bore1 sets. A distribution P on (X, A) is said 
to be G-invariant under a finite group of measurable transformations from 
X to X, G=[g ,,..., gk] if we have P(B) = P( gB) for any B E A and g E G. 
If a random vector X has a G-invariant distribution P, then gX has the 
same distribution P for any gE G. The d-variate symmetric -normal 
distribution is a d-variate normal distribution which is invariant under the 
group of all permutations of d objects, Sd. 
P = [P,, u E 81 denotes a family of some distributions on X and 
P* = [P,, q E a*] denotes its subfamily whose distribution is invariant 
under a finite group of measurable transformations G = [g,, . . . . gk]. Then 
we have the following lemma, which can be proved by the method similar 
to Proposition 4 of [6]. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let X1,..., X, be a sample of size n from P E P and 
TV,, . . . . X,) be a UMVU estimator of its expectation E(T) for P. Then the 
G-invariant version of T, 
T*(XI, . . . . Xn)=b 2 T(gj,X,, .--T gjnxn) 
11. . . ..A= 1 
is a UMVU estimator of E( T*) (= E( T)) for P*. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let X, = (X1,, . . . . X,,), p = 1, . . . . n be a sample of size n 
f rom a d-variate symmetric normal distribution with E(X,) = ,u, 
Var(X,)=c?, andCov(X,,, Xi,)=8=a2p(l >p> -l/(d- l), i, j= 1, . . . . d, 
i# j, p = 1, . . . . n). Then UMVU estimators of p, o*, and 8 are 
@ = X= i i X,,/(nd), (2.1) 
i=lp=l 
ci*= i 1 (X,-X,)‘/[2n(n- l)d’J, (2.2) 
i,j=l p#q 
P = C 1 (Xi, - Xjq)(Xjp- X,,)/[2n(n - 1) d2(d- l)‘]. (2.3) 
i#j,l#m p#q 
Proof: For a nonsingular d-variate normal distribution with E(X,) = pi 
and Cov(X,, X,) = bii (i, j= 1, . . . . d, p = 1, . . . . n), the UMVU estimators of 
pi and aii are given by (1.1) and (1.2), respectively. A nonsingular d-variate 
symmetric normal distribution is a nonsingular d-variate normal distribu- 
tion which is invariant under G = Sd. Therefore, by Lemma 2.1 the UMVU 
estimator of p is given by 
1 d! 
=- C M,(gj,Xl, ..*> gjnXn), 
n(d!)” jl,..., j,= 1 
where M,(gj,X,, . . . . g,X,) is the sum of the first components of each 
gj,Xr, . . . . gjnX,,. Since M, does not depend on the components other than 
the first ones, 
1 
fi=&. i (xi,l+ ..’ + Xjs)[(d- l)!]” 
. II. .-.,A= 1 
Cxj,l + -.’ + Xjfl). 
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In the last summation, each X, appears d” --I times for each (i, p) and we 
have 
fi=--$ .i i Xjpd”p’=~ Xip/(nd). 
,=I p=l i, P 
Next we obtain the UMVU estimator of 02. Since 8,, can be written as 
~lltxl? .-.9 %I) = cpzq 4X,, X,KWn - 1 )I with 4X,, X,) = (XI,- XIJ2, 
by Lemma 2.1 the UMVU estimator of cr2 is given by 
d! 
e2 = 1 C t&X,,, gjX,)/[2n(n - l)(d!)2]. 
i,j=l p#q 
Since u( giXP, gjX4) is the square of difference of the first components of 
g,X, and gjX, which does not depend on the other components, we have 
Cf>= i u( giXP, gjX,) = Cfj= r (Xi,- Xj,)2[(d- 1)!12 and therefore 
82 = c 1 (X, - Xjq)2/[2n(n - 1) d2]. 
i.j p+q 
Finally, we consider estimation of 13 = a*p. The UMVU estimator 8i2 
can be written as 8i2 = &,+, u(X,, X,)/[2n(n - l)] with 0(X,, X,) = 
(Xi, - X1,)(X2, - X2,). Lemma 2.1 yields the UMVU estimator of 8 given 
by 
d! 
0~ 1 C u(giXp> gjX,)lLWn- l)(d!)21. 
p#q i,j=l 
Since u( giXP, gjX,) depends upon the first two components of each g,X, 
and gjX4, we have 
d! 
C u(gixp3 gjxq)= 1 tXip-X~q)(Xjp--mq) [(d-2)!]* 
i.j= 1 ifj,I#m 1 
and, therefore, 
4~ C C (Xip-Xl,)(Xjp-X,,)/[2n(n-1)d2(d-1)2]. 
pfq i#j,l#m 
The UMVU estimator fi given by (2.1) is equal to the common mean x 
given by Fisher [ 11. The estimator I?) with d = 2 is equal to the estimator 
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U, given in Example 2 of [S] (in the denominator of U,, “2” must be 
attached). Since we have easily the relations: 
; i (X, - Xjq,’ = 2ndC (X, - X)2, 
i,j=l p,y=l i, p 
i. j i=l 
8* can be also written as 
y-Jqd~ (x,-X)*- 
1. P 
n(nA l)dx (xiP-x.P)2’ 
1. P 
3. VARIANCES AND MEAN SQUARED ERRORS 
We evaluate at first the variance of the UMVU estimator X given 
by (2.1) for a symmetric normal distribution with mean p, variance 
u2 and correlation coefficient ~(1 >p > - l/(d- 1)). We have 8= 
Cf=, ,/k%Ti./(&d). Since (&XI ., . . . . has a d-variate symmetric 
normal distribution with mean and covariance a’p, we 
have easily Var(x) = [ 1 + (d - 1) p] 02/(nd). 
To evaluate the variances and the mean squared errors, we need the 
well-known moments of normal distributions which are listed in the 
following Lemma 3.1, 
LEMMA 3.1. For a random variable Z having N(0, 1 ), E(Z4) = 3. 
For a random vector (Z,, Z,) having the bivariate normal distribution 
N2(0,0, 1, 1, P) 
E(ZfZ,) = E(Z, 2;) = 3p, E(Z;Z;) = 1 + 2p*. 
For a random vector (Z,, Z,, Z,) having the trivariate symmetric 
normal distribution with mean zero, variance one, and correlation 
coefficient p, 
For a random vector (Z,, Z2, Z3, Z,) having the 4-dimensional sym- 
metric normal distribution with mean zero, variance one, and correlation 
coefficient p, 
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From Lemma 3.1, we have easily the following. 
LEMMA 3.2. For a random vector Z = (Z,, . . . . Z,) having the d-variate 
symmetric normal distribution with mean zero, variance one, and correlation 
coefficient ~(1 > p > - l/(d - 1)). We put 
A(Z)= 5 z;, B(Z)=zZ;-d, C(Z)= C ZiZj-d(d- 1)~. 
i=l I i#j 
Then we have 
E/l(Z) = El?(Z) = EC(Z) = 0, EA2(Z)=d[l+(d-l)p], 
EB2(Z) = 2d[l+ (d- l)p2], EB(Z)C(Z)=2d(d-1)[2+(d-2)p]p, 
EC2(Z)=2d(d-1)[1+2(d-2)p+(d2-3d+3)p2]. 
Proof: We show the last equation. Since [Ci+;j(ZiZj-p)]2= 
2Ci+j(zizj-P)2 + 4Cizj~r(ZiZj-p)(ZiZ,-p) + Ci#j+/+m(ZiZj-P) 
(Z,Z, - p), by Lemma 3.1 we have 
c I 2 EC2(Z)=E C (ZtZj-o) i#j 
=2d(d- 1) E(Z,Z,-p)’ 
+4d(d- l)(d-2) E(Z,Z2-o)(Z1Z3-o) 
+d(d- l)(d-2)(d-3) E(Z1Z2-p)(Z3Zq-a) 
=2d(d-1)[1+2(d-2)p+(d2-3d+3)p2]. 
We evaluate the variance of b2, 8 and the mean squared errors of s2, s, 
for a sample of size n, X, = (X1,, . . . . X,,), p = 1, . . . . n from a nonsingular 
d-variate symmetric normal distribution with E(X,) = 0, Var(XiP) = 1, and 
Cov(X,,X,)=p(l>p>-l/(d-l),i,j=l,..., d,i#j,p=l,..., n).Fora 
sample of size n from a nonsingular d-variate symmetric normal distribu- 
tion with mean E(X,) = p(, Var(X,,) = a2 and Cov(X,,, XjP) = 02p 
(l>p>--l/(d-1), i,j=l,..., d, i#j, p=l,..., n), the variances of e2, d 
and the mean squared errors of s2, s, are obtained by multiplying o4 to the 
above variances and the mean squared errors, respectively. Therefore 
hereafter for a sample (X1,, . . . . X,,), p = 1, . . . . n, we assume that E(X,) = 0, 
Var(X,)=l, and Cov(X,,X,)=p (l>~>-l/(d-l), i,j=l,..., d, i#j, 
p = 1, . . . . n). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For a sample of size n X, = (X1,, . . . . X,), p = 1, . . . . n, 
from a d-variate symmetric normal distribution with E( X,) = 0, 
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Var(JY,)=l, ~ndCov(X,,,X~,,)=p (l>p> -l/d-l), i, j=l,...,d, i#j, 
p = 1, . ..) n), 
Varc82j = Xl+ (d- lb21 +X1 + (d- l)d2 
nd n(n-l)d2 ’ (3.1) 
var(e) = 2[1+ 2(d- 2)p + (d2 - 3d+ 3)p2] + 2Cl+ (d- l)p12 
nd(d- 1) n(n-l)d2 ’ (3.2) 
Proof We put h(X,, X2) = cfj= 1 (Xi, - Xj2)2/(2d2) and denote ti2 as a 
U-statistic ti2 = C P+4h(XP, X,)/[n(n - l)]. Then the variance of e2 is given 
by 
(3.3) 
where hl (x1) = Eh(x,, X2), cl = Var[hl(X1)], and c2 = Var[Iz(X,, X2)] 
(see, for example, p. 183 of [4]). We have h,(X,) =x,(X;, + 1)/(2d)= 
[1/(2d)] B(X,) + 1, where B is defined in Lemma 3.2. By Lemma 3.2 we 
have 
Cl = Cl + (d- 1 )p21/W). (3.4) 
We can write h(X,, X2) - I= [dB(X,) + dB(X,) - 2A(X,) A(X2)]/(2d2), 
where A is defined in Lemma 3.2. Therefore, by Lemma 3.2 we have 
4d4c2 = E[dB(X,) + dB(X,) - 2A(X,) A( 
= 2d2E[B2(X,)-J +4[E42(X,)]2 
=4d2[d+ 1+2(d-l)p+(d- 1)(2d-l)p2]. 
Hence we have 
[2=[d+1+2(d-l)p+(d-1)(2d-l)p23/d2. 
By (3.4) and (3.5) we have 
12 - 21, = Cl + (d- l)p121(d2). 
(3.3) with (3.4) and (3.9) yields (3.1). 
Similarly we put 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
g(X,,X2)= 2 (Xi,- X,,)(Xj,-X,,)/[2d2(d- 1)2] 
i#j.l#m 
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and denote 6 as a U-statistic 0 = ‘&,,, g(X,, X,)/[n(n - l)]. Then the 
variance of 0 is given by 
Var(B)=zc,i $4 (52-X1), (3.7) 
where sl(xl)=Eg(xl, X2), i”, =varCgl(X1)l and L=VarCg(X,, WI. 
We have gl(X,) = Ci+j(Xilxjl -~)lC24d-l)l = C(XI)/C~~~- 111, 
where C is defined in Lemma 3.2. Hence by Lemma 3.2 we have 
tl= [l +2(d-2)p+(d2-3d+3)p2]/[2d(d- l)]. (3.8) 
We can write g(X,,X,)-P=CdC~X,)+dC(X,)-2(d-1)~(X,) 
A(X2)]/[2d2(dl l)] and therefore, by Lemma 3.2 we have 
4d4(d- 1)25* = E[dC(X,) + dC(X,) - 2(d- 1) A(X,) A( 
= 2d2E[C2(X1)] + 4(d- 1)[&42(X,)]2 
= 4d2(d- l)(d[ 1 + 2(d- 2)p + (& - 3d+ 3)p2] 
+ (d- l)[l + (d- l)p12). 
Hence we have 
5*=(d[l +2(d-2)p+(d2-3d+3)p2] 
+ (d- 1)[1+ (d- l)p]‘)/[d2(d- 1)-J. 
By (3.8) and (3.9) we have 
(3.9) 
52-2~,=[1+(d-l)p]2/d2. (3.10) 
Equation (3.7) with (3.8) and (3.10) yields (3.2). 
Next we evaluate the mean squared errors of s* and s,. (S,) has the 
Wishart distribution B’,(n - 1, Z), where C= (a,,) with Gii= 1 and oii= p, 
i, j = 1, . . . . n, and S, = C;= r (A’, - Xi.)(Xj,, - Xi.) for i, j= 1, . . . . d (see, for 
example, pp. 533-543 of [3]). Hence the following holds. 
LEMMA 3.3. For i # j # k # l, i, j, k, I = 1, . . . . d, E(S,,) = n - 1, E( S,) = 
(n- l)p, Var(S,,)=2(n- l), Var(SU)=(n- l)(l +P*), COV(Sii, Sjj)= 
2(n - l)$, Cov(S,, S,,) = (n - 1) p(p + I), Cov(S,, SJ = 2(n - l)p? 
tie; =;p-;ga;> f$ has the d-variate symmetric normal distribu- 
variance one and covariance p. We put 
s~=C~,~(X~.-X,.)/(~~‘*‘), which can be written as sM= [(d- l)B(Y)- 
C(Y) + d(d- l)( 1 - p)]/(nd*). Thus Lemma 3.2 yields the following. 
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LEMMA 3.4. For s,+, = Ci+i(Xi. - Xj.)2/(2d2), EsM = (d- l)(l -I)/, 
Var(s,) = 2(d- l)( 1 - ~)~/(nd)“. 
Since Ci(Xi. - Z) = 0, we can write easily s,,, = Zi(Xi. - x)2/d (S,) and 
So are independent (see, for example, p. 537 of [3]). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. For a sample of size n (X1,, . . . . X,,), p = 1, . . . . n, from 
a d-variate symmetric normal distribution with E(X,) = 0, Var(X,) = 1, and 
Cov(XiP,XjP)=p (l>p>-l/(d-1), i,j=l,..., i#j,p=l,..., n), 
E(s2_1)2=211+(d-l)~Zl Cl+V-l)d* - 
nd n2d2 ’ 
(3.11) 
E(s _p)2_2C1+2(d-2)~+(d2-3d+3)~21_[l +Wb12. 
c nd(d- 1) n2d2 
t3 12j 
Proof: Since Cf=, (Xi. - 1) = 0, we have 
s2 = [ l/(nd)] 5 Sii + s,,,. 
i= I 
Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 yield Es2 = 1 - [l/(nd)][i + (d- l)p] and s2 has the 
bias -[l + (d- l)p]/(nd). Since (SI1, . . . . S,) and s,,,, are independent, by 
Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4, we have 
E(s2 - 1)2 = [ l/(nd)2] 
[i 
C Var(Si,) + C Cov(Sii, Sii) 
i#i 1 
+ Var(s,) + [l + (d- 1)p]2/(nd)2 
= [2/(nd)][l+ (d- l)p2] - [l/(nd)‘][l + (d- l)p12. 
Since Ci+j(Xi. - B)(Xj. - S)= -C,(X,. - JQ2, we have 
“=nd(d- 1) i~j 
l c se--&. 
Es,=p- [l/(nd)][l +(d- l)p] and s, has the bias -Cl +(d-l)p]/(nd). 
Since (S,) and s, are independent, by Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 we have 
qs c _p)2=E(~i+i[~ij-(n-l)p1)2 ‘, Var(s,! ‘1 [l+(d-l)p12 n2d2(d- 1)2 (d- 1) WI2 
=2[1+2(d-2)p+(d2-3d+3)p2] [l+(d-1)p-J’ - 
nd(d- 1) (nd)2 ’ 
68313412-6 
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We can also show (3.11) using the following results stated in p. 198 of 
[3]: It holds that nds*=F+ W, where F=dC,(X.,-8)’ and 
W=Ci,p(Xip-X.p)2 with X.,=C,X,/d. F/[l +(d- l)p] and W/(1-p) 
are independent and have the X*-distributions with n - 1 and (d- 1)n 
degrees of freedom, respectively. 
4. DEFICIENCIES 
At first we compare the UMVU estimator 6’ and the estimator 3’. From 
(3.1) and (3.11), we have 
Var(ci’) 
E(s2 - CT*)* 
A+$+0 ; , 
0 
(4.1) 
where 
c 
1 
=3[1+ (d- l)p]* 2[1+ (d- l)p*] = 3[1+ (d- l)p]’ 
d2 i d 2d[l+ (d- l)p2]’ 
We have easily that 0 < C, < 0.75 for d = 2 and 0 < C, < 1.5 for d = 3. Thus 
Var(82) is asymptotically equal to E(s* - G~)~. The limiting risk deficiency 
of e2 with respect to s* is 3[1+ (d- l)p12/(2d[l + (d- l)p*]), which is 
between 0 and 0.75 for d= 2 and between 0 and 1.5 for d > 2. (For the 
limiting risk deficiency see [Z].) 
Next we compare the UMVU estimator 4 and the estimator s,. From 
(3.2) and (3.12), we have 
Var(6) 
E(s, - a2py 
=l+?+O ; ) 
0 
(4.2) 
where 
c,= 
3(d- l)[l + (d- l)p]* 
2d([l+(d-2)p12+(d-l)p2)’ 
C2 is positive for 1 > p > - l/(d- 1) and d = 2, 3, . . . . For d= 2, we have 
C2 = 3(1+ ~)~/[4(1+ p2)] which is equal to C1 with d= 2 and therefore 
0 < C2 < 0.75. Since 2([1+(d-2)p]*+(d-l)p’)-[l+(d-l’)p]*= 
[l+(d-3)p]*+2(d-2)p*>Ofor d=2,3,... and l>p> -l/(d-l), we 
have O<C,<3(d-l)/d<3. 
Thus Var(d) is asymptotically equal to the mean squared error 
E(s, - e)‘. The limiting risk deficiency of 8 with respect to s,. is 
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3(d - l)[i + (d - l)p]*/[24[1 + (d - 2)p]* + (d - l)p*)] which is 
between 0 and 3(d- 1)/d. For d = 2, the limiting risk deficiency is between 
0 and 0.75. 
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